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prefer a paper which assumes a fair degree of intelligence
in those who buy it; they resent being played down to.
R. D. Blumenfeld's memory was wandering when he
described the Mail of those early years as a " glorified
Tit-Bits." That is exactly what it was not. It aimed
deliberately at being a substitute for the "heavies"
The idea was not so much to supply a paper different
in kind, but a paper which contained all that was of
interest in the penny sheets, with other features added.
Certainly the news was simplified. Everything had
to be explained in terms easy to understand. There was
none of the allusiveness in which Old Journalists in-
dulged, taking it for granted that all their readers had
enjoyed a classical education and were well instructed
in literature and history. If you quoted Don Juan in the
Mail, you must say who wrote the poem. If you wanted
to use the expression "going to Canossa" you must
tell the story of the Emperor Henry IV. But there
must be no mistake about the public Northcliffe meant
to capture. It was the nation as a whole, and the way
to capture it, he believed, was to be dignified, though
lively, and to give it credit for moderate culture, with a
preference for the respectable over the rowdy.
For a time this ambition was unattained. Fleet
Street, angry with innovators, derided and abused their
creation. Lord Salisbury, who had probably not seen it,
sneered at the Daily Mail as " written by office-boys for
office-boys/' parodying the motto Thackeray invented
for the Pall Mall Gazette (" written by gentlemen'for
gentlemen " was the original). Men used to take it home
under their coats. If large houses had it, it went
to the servants' hall, instead of lying with the other
papers on the library table.
However,   merit  always  scores,   if it  gets   a   long

